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Section 1 
 

Fundamentals of Shooting 
 

Introduction 
The fundamentals of shooting are important for every shooter regardless of experience. They 
are the foundation on which a shooter builds all of his skills. Failure to master the fundamentals 
will create flaws and bad habits that will compound over time and make a shooter miss. Some 
of the best shooters are “brilliant in the basics” and their mastery of the fundamental skills of 
shooting is what puts them above their peers. We demand consistency and accuracy of the 
rifles and scopes that we use. When we dial up one click on a ¼ minute scope we are expecting 
the crosshairs to move 1/240 of a degree and we expect it to happen every single time. When 
you get behind the rifle you need to do it the same way every time, having a systematic 
approach to shooting in order to be as consistent as possible. In this section we are going to 
discuss what the fundamentals are and how to have a consistent approach to shooting.    
 
Three Fundamentals of a Shooting Position 
The three fundamentals of a shooting position are critical to any and every position a shooter 
may find themselves in. The application of these fundamentals are mandatory for a shooter to 
create a stable platform with their body. The fundamentals are bone support, muscle 
relaxation, and natural point of aim. Every one of these fundamentals helps support the others. 
If you give up one you will adversely affect the other.  
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Bone Support: Here is where we start building, this is going to be our foundation. If we do not 
have bone support, then we will be using muscle which can tire and fatigue. Bones are not 
flexible, thus making them the most solid part of our bodies to use when building a shooting 
position. Examples of using bone support would be locking out your legs in the standing 
position or even laying on your chest in the prone. When you build your position you will use 
one of two parts of your body to support the rifle: Your bones or your muscles. Sometimes 
muscles will have to be used, but our guiding principle should be to minimize muscle tension as 
much as possible. Of note, we do not want bone on bone contact just as we do not want hard 
on hard contact when placing our rifle on a shooting address like a table or hood of a car. 
Instead we place a soft object between our rifle and the hard surface. In the same way we 
should make every effort to ensure out pointed bones (knees, elbows) are against a soft object. 
An example of this would be placing your elbow on the quad muscle of your thigh instead of on 
top of your kneecap.  
 
Muscle Relaxation: After achieving bone support we can now achieve muscle relaxation. Why 
do we want muscle relaxation? Take a 5 lbs. weight and hold it out in front of you perfectly 
steady for thirty seconds. Unless you have extremely strong shoulders it will waiver just slightly 
or even greatly. The point is that muscles fatigue and when they do they begin to shake and 
that shaking is translated into movement of your crosshairs. Even in the prone shooters tend to 
have muscle tension because they hunch up their shoulders or try to prop themselves up on 
their elbows. In the prone the elbows should be out to the side, but not used to hold the 
shooter up. Another time shooters do not use muscle relaxation is in the standing. Unless your 
legs are locked you are using muscles to hold yourself up and those muscles will fatigue over 
time.  
 
Natural Point of Aim: This fundamental is probably the most over looked and undervalued of 
the three. A shooter uses both bone support and muscle relaxation to achieve a good natural 
point of aim. Natural point of aim is defined as the natural resting place of the crosshairs in 
relationship to the target. Once the shooter is in position and on target they should close their 
eyes and take one to two deep breathes and then look at their crosshairs in relation to the 
target. If the crosshairs are still on the target then you have a good natural point of aim, 
however if the crosshairs are off target then the shooter should adjust their body (NOT THE 
RIFLE) in order to achieve natural point of aim and go through the procedure again. The reason 
that we do this and why it is so important is that we want to take as much human error out of 
the shot as possible. A ¼ minute rifle in the hands of a 2-minute shooter becomes a 2-minute 
rifle.  
 
Every time you get into position, no matter the type, you need to apply these fundamentals in 
order to have consistently successful shots.  
 
7 Factors Common to All Good Shooting Positions 
We looked at the three fundamentals that are required for a good shooting position. Next we 
will talk about common factors of good shooting positions. They may or may not be employed 
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all at the same time, but they are factors that are commonly found in a good shooting position 
and should be taken into consideration.  
 
Body and Leg Placement: The body should always be place behind the rifle as much as possible 
in order to absorb recoil and allow the shooter to be back on target. Regardless of your purpose 
for shooting (target, tactical, hunting), a shooter should never be happy with a position that 
allows him only one shot. You will not always take down your quarry with one shot, even if it is 
a hit, so the shooter needs to be ready for a follow up shot. This is made possible by putting 
your body behind the rifle, which in the prone means having your legs flat and behind the rifle. 
The rifle butt should generally draw a line down the right or left (depending on if the shooter is 
right or left handed) side of the spine and down the inside of the shooters right or left leg. 
Regardless of the position a shooter never wants to have his body perpendicular to the rifle.  
 
Placement of Non-shooting Hand and Elbow: In the prone you are going to want to have your 
elbow in a comfortable position that allows you to manipulate your rear support (bag, sand 
sock). Remember that we do not want to prop ourselves up on our elbows in the prone but 
allow them to rest on the ground in order to achieve muscle relaxation. Outside of the prone 
the non-shooting hand and elbow should be placed where it can best help support the rifle or 
the shooter. As a general rule of thumb the shooter should not grip their rifle with their support 
hand unless they are using that grip to steady the rifle and bind the rifle to the support. An 
example of this would be when shooting from the standing and using a thin sapling or post to 
support the front end of the rifle. Here the hand can be used to adhere the rifle to the tree and 
steady it as well.  
 
Rifle Butt in the Pocket of the Shoulder: This seems like common sense, however in the prone 
shooters tend to lay on top of their rifle instead of getting it securely in the pocket of their 
shoulder. This leads to muscle tension and causes the rifle butt to drive down and thus the 
muzzle up when the rifle recoils. Putting the buttstock securely in your shoulder allows the rifle 
to recoil back and to the rear. Outside of the prone it is a lot more common for the shooter to 
take a shot without the buttstock in its proper place because they feel that they cannot get into 
a position that allows it. While this can be a little more difficult with some hunting rifles it is 
eased with the modernization of rifle stocks that allow for adjusting of the length of pull and 
even the height of the buttstock. Shooters are finding these options more common in the rifle 
industry but you still need to determine if these options are beneficial for you, because the 
ability to manipulate your stock comes at the price of weight. Bottom line, getting the rifle in 
the pocket of the shoulder will allow for better recoil management and faster follow on shots.  
 
Grip of the Shooting Hand and Placement of the Trigger Finger: Here lies the heart of the 
position. This contact between the shooter and the rifle is what makes the rifle the extension of 
the shooter and allows the shooter to control the rifle. There is something amazing about the 
feeling of wrapping your hand around the grip of the rifle and placing your finger on the trigger. 
It is how a shooter connects to their rifle and with a bolt action rifle it is intimate. Because of 
that connection I will not attempt to dictate how a shooter should grip the rifle; I will however 
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speak to the pros and cons of the most common methods. The factor that differentiates grips 
from each other is the placement of the thumb.  
 
The first method we will talk about is what we will call the full grip. This is going to be the most 
common and also happens to be what I use with most rifles. The shooter grips the rifle with the 
thumb wrapped around the grip of the rifle regardless of if it is a pistol grip on a chassis, AR 
style rifle, bench rest, or classic rifle stock. The biggest reason for having the thumb wrapped all 
the way around the grip is for positive control of the rifle. This is especially important when 
shooting magnum rifles. While the full grip can sometimes not be the best choice, it is never the 
wrong choice when it comes to shooting a rifle.  
 
Many shooters have adopted what is known as the “thumbless” grip which consists of the 
shooter gripping the rifle with their thumb resting on the first knuckle of their shooting hand. 
This grip is very possible with light cartridges, rifles with brakes or suppressors, and rifles with 
chassis or AR style rifles. Many shooters use this grip because it helps isolate the trigger finger 
and thus reduce sympathetic movement in the rifle which allows the crosshairs to stay on 
target while pulling straight and to the rear. The thumbless grip can be a bad choice when 
shooting rifles with heavy recoil and when shooting from supported positions that require the 
shooting hand to help support the rifle. The latter can be compensated for by using a light 
cartridge in conjunction with a brake or suppressor. There are many variations of this grip 
where the shooter will place their thumb on various locations of the stock. On a competition 
stock that has a more vertical grip I like to place my thumb on the tang of the stock which I feel 
helps me pull straight and to the rear.  
 
Unlike the grip, I believe that the placement of the finger on the trigger is a critical element that 
can be done improperly and will result in poor shooting. The shooter should place the first pad 
of his index finger of his shooting hand on the lower 2/3s of the trigger. The inside of the trigger 
finger should not be resting on the stock of the rifle so as not to introduce “wood drag”. Wood 
drag is when the inside of the trigger finger “drags” along the stock of the rifle when the 
shooter pulls the trigger. This can induce sympathetic movement into the rifle. Some rifles, 
especially AR rifles, due to the small grip size, make it very difficult for the shooter to not have 
wood drag. This can be remedied by creating a palm swell or buying a thicker pistol grip.  
 
The placement of the finger is important because having too much finger can lead to 
“crunching” the trigger which could cause rounds to impact to the right because the rifle is 
slightly pulled right when manipulating the trigger. Having not enough trigger finger can lead to 
“pushing” which will cause rounds to impact to the left because the trigger finger is slightly 
pushing the rifle to the left. The shooter should have the first pad on the trigger in a way that 
allows him to pull the trigger straight and to the rear without disturbing the sights. A way to 
mitigate shooting errors caused by trigger pull is to have a light trigger and fast lock time. While 
a fast lock time is always desired, a light trigger might not always be appropriate for the 
shooter’s scenario.  
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Placement of the Rear Elbow: In the prone the rear elbow should be placed in a comfortable 
position that allows the shooter to properly grip the rifle and have good placement of the 
trigger finger. As with the support elbow, the shooter should never be propped up on their 
elbows in the prone. Placement of the rear elbow becomes extremely important when it comes 
to supported shooting. In the prone the rear of the rifle is supported by a shooting bag or some 
other type of support. This is one of the reasons why the prone is so stable. However, in a 
supported position other than prone there is a high probability that the rear of the rifle will not 
be supported directly through a bag. This is when rear elbow support becomes extremely 
important in order to support the rear of the rifle indirectly. If the rear of the rifle is 
unsupported and the rear elbow is not supported, then the rear of the rifle is completely 
unsupported and is susceptible to vertical and horizontal movement which manifests itself in 
the “wobbly crosshairs.” There are some positions that rear elbow support cannot be achieved 
and other methods are used to compensate, however as a general rule, you should always 
attempt to achieve rear elbow support.  
 
Spot/Stock Weld: Proper and consistent placement of the cheek on the rifle in order to properly 
align the shooter’s eye within the eye box of the scope is critical to accurate and precise 
shooting. Failure to achieve good spot weld can induce errors like scope shadow which can 
cause the shooter to miss because they perceive that the crosshairs are on the target when in 
all actuality they are not. Proper and consistent spot weld can mitigate parallax while 
inconsistent spot weld can exacerbate it. When obtaining spot weld, find index points on the 
stock and see where they match up on your cheek. Every time you place your face on the stock, 
feel for those index points in order to have consistent placement. When using an adjustable 
cheek piece, adjust the cheek piece to the height that allows you to start with your chin against 
the cheek piece and slowly slide your face down and rest in line with the scope. If you have to 
hold your head up, then you need to raise the cheek piece; if you cannot get low enough then 
you need to lower the cheek piece. Regardless of the method you use, ensure that you have no 
scope shadow once you are in a comfortable position.  
 
Loading the Rifle: The phrase “loading the rifle” refers to the direction of pressure applied to 
the rifle by the shooter. There are three types of loads for a rifle: positive, negative, and 
neutral. All three have their place in the sport of shooting, however it is positive and negative 
loads that we will primarily concern ourselves with. Neutral loading is mainly reserved for 
bench rest shooting where the shooter has bags in place that allow the rifle to slide rearward. 
This is done to take as much human factor out of the rifle as possible. While this makes for 
small groups, it is not applicable in the field or in a tactical environment. The positive load is 
what the shooter will use in the prone. Here the shooter pushes their body weight into the rifle 
which puts a positive load on the front bipods. This loading allows the shooter to better absorb 
the recoil of the rifle, allows for faster follow up shots, and gives the shooter a better chance of 
spotting their own round. Neutral loads in the prone tend to cause a lot of jump or bounce 
when the rifle recoils, especially on a hard surface. This takes the shooter off target, making it 
harder to reacquire and reengage. Negative loads are usually not possible in the prone due to 
the construction of the bipods which would fold up if a negative load was applied. Negative 
loads are primarily used for supported shooting from positions such as barricades or other 
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structures. This load is accomplished by pulling the rifle towards you while having the bipods or 
a barricade stop hooked on the far side of the barricade or shooting support. The negative load 
allows the structure that the shooter is firing off of to absorb the recoil instead of the shooter. 
When firing from a solid position you cannot ask for better recoil management. Each type of 
loading has its place and should be used as the shooter feels most comfortable.  
 
Firing Sequence 
Before the shooter sends a round down range they need to go through a systematic process to 
ensure that all variables that relate to the shooter have been accounted for. With so much 
going on with calling wind, accounting for a lead, observing changes in the down range area, 
the shooter does not need the added stress of making sure their body position is right and their 
breathing is good. These things should be practiced until they become second nature and allow 
the shooter to focus on the actual shot. The same goes for the shot and the recovery, these 
things need to be second nature so that the shooter can focus on the shot and the target. We 
are going to look at what a typical firing sequence looks like. 
 
Breathing: If you have ever been behind a rifle and aimed at a target you immediately realize 
that your breathing moves the point of aim of the crosshairs. The natural way to avoid this is to 
shoot while holding your breath.  But where do we hold our breath? In the same way that we 
have approached everything up to this point we are going to be as consistent as we possibly 
can. That being said what is the most consistent breath hold? It is very difficult to consistently 
hold a full breath the same every time as it is difficult to hold a half breath every time. The best 
time to shoot is during your natural respiratory pause. This is the natural pause you take after 
you exhale before you begin to exhale. It is the most consistent breath hold that you can have.  
 
As you enter your respiratory pause you should fire within 3-5 seconds. If you do not fire you 
should start the breathing process over again. Holding your breath for longer than 3-5 seconds 
can have a negative effect on your body. The second that you hold your breath your body is 
burning oxygen which it needs for your body to function, however two parts of your body that 
need oxygen are specifically related to shooting. Lack of oxygen begins to make muscles 
fatigue, and while a shooter tries to maintain full muscle relaxation, some muscles are going to 
be under tension and affected by the lack of oxygen. The other part of your body that needs 
oxygen is your eye. When the eye is starved of oxygen it can lose its ability to discern colors and 
have trouble focusing. Just one quick breath before entering your respiratory pause again can 
help you keep the oxygen flowing.  
 
Crosshairs and Trigger Control: Sight picture is defined as the alignment of the crosshairs on the 
target. When looking through a scope you have two things that need to be aligned with one 
another, the target and the crosshairs. The shooter needs to concentrate on the crosshairs 
more so than the target itself. The reason this is done is because when the shooter stares at the 
target it can become easy to lose track of the crosshairs which then causes the shooter to lose 
their specific aiming point. When the shooter focuses on the crosshairs it is a lot easier to see if 
the aiming point has drifted or not.  
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Trigger control is defined as the skillful manipulation of the trigger straight and to the rear 
without disturbing the sight alignment and sight picture. Because the manipulation of the 
trigger and the recoil of the rifle are so close, it can sometimes be very hard to perceive errors 
in trigger control. Errors include flinching, bucking, and jerking.  
 
Flinching is the involuntary tensing of the body right before the shot, usually in anticipation of 
the recoil. This causes the sights to be disturbed right before the rifle fires. A flinch can be 
developed from shooting a rifle with heavy recoil over and over again. The shooter can mitigate 
this using a few different methods, including dry fire and adding a muzzle brake. A muzzle brake 
solves the overall problem of sharp recoil; however dry fire solves the heart of the issue which 
is the failure to apply the fundamentals. Dry fire builds muscle memory that allows the shooter 
to perform the task at hand without regard to recoil.  
 
Bucking is another form of anticipation in which the shooter pushes their shoulder into the rifle 
in an effort to counteract the recoil. As with flinching, bucking is a preemptive movement that 
will disturb the sights and can be remedied with a muzzle brake and/or dry practice. 
 
Jerking the trigger is when the shooter tries to get the shot of quickly when the sight picture 
seems appropriate. In a way it shows a lack of patience and discipline when it comes to the art 
of shooting. Once the shooter sees good sight picture, they jerk the trigger back and to the rear 
in order to get the shot off while the sights are aligned, when in all actuality their attempt to 
make a good shot has in fact cause them to disturb the sights with their trigger pull. Jerking is 
very prevalent when shooting from a supported position in which the shooter is not completely 
stable and tries to fire whenever the sights and the target favorably align. Jerking can be tamed 
by knowing your trigger and dry practice. 
 
Follow Through and Call Your Shot: Follow through is the applied fundamentals carried out all 
the way through the shot. It does the shooter no good to apply the fundamentals and then 
immediately jump off the rifle after the trigger is pulled. A shooter, regardless of his purpose for 
shooting, always needs to be ready to take the next shot and this is only possible if you follow 
through.  
 
A shooter needs to call their shot. This has many purposes which will not be discussed here, but 
it is a good habit to get into and in the end it keeps you honest on where you believe your shot 
broke and allows you to analyze your shot and position. 
 
Cycle the Bolt: This is a moot point if you have a semi-automatic rifle, however this is extremely 
important when you have a bolt action rifle. Regardless of your reason for taking the shot it is 
important to get the casing out of the chamber and replace it with a new round. While this is 
especially important in a tactical scenario, it is also important in a hunting one as well. Even a 
well-placed shot will not always take down the animal right away and a follow up shot could 
make the difference between finding your quarry or not.  
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There is no need to “fly” to the bolt as fast as you can either. Pin the trigger to the rear, ride the 
recoil, call your shot, then cycle the bolt. If you are in a situation where you are the lone 
shooter you want to make every effort to spot your own round in order to make a correction if 
necessary, but if you are too quick to cycle the bolt you could miss where your round impacted. 
The only caveat to this is when shooting at distances with a time of flight (TOF) of 2 seconds or 
more. Cycling the bolt before the round impacts will allow for faster follow up shots which is 
very important when shooting those distances and where wind can change quickly.  
 
Tips on Zeroing 
Many shooters look at zeroing as something that needs to be done in order to get it out of the 
way so they can move onto real shooting. However, in order to be successful, the rifle needs to 
be zeroed with accuracy and precision. Any errors in zero will only be magnified down range. 
For example, a gun zeroed ½ a minute to the right will be off by 5 inches at 1000 yards. Learning 
to call wind with a rifle that is not zeroed on the horizontal plane can cause errors in wind 
reading and build bad habits. A shooter needs to have a good zero before heading going out to 
distance. 
 
Zero Range: Sometimes trying to find a distance to zero at when you are not at the range can 
be difficult. You could also come across a range that is in yards and you want to zero in meters. 
How much difference does it make if I zero at 100 yards versus 100 meters or 85 yards versus 
109 yards? We will take a look at a 175 grain .308 at 2650 fps and see at what distance there is 
a correctable difference. For us a correctable adjustment is going to be anything above .13 
because if we adjust .25 MOA it will bring us closer to center than we were when the round was 
at .13 because it will now be .12 MOA from the desired point of impact. On the Oehler 88 
Ballistic Solver we will put the zero at 100 yards and break down the increments to 1 yard. We 
see that at 81 yards we are .13 below line of sight and do not fall below .13 until 125 yards. 
Case in point, while we would prefer to shoot at 100 yards, we can actually shoot between 82 
and 124 yards with no correctable difference.  
 
Parallax: Parallax is defined as the apparent movement of the reticle depending on the position 
of the eye in relation to the scope. Parallax occurs because the target and the crosshairs are not 
on the same focal plane. The parallax or side focus knob adjusts what is known as the Barlow 
lens located in the front portion of the tube of the scope. Adjusting this knob puts the target on 
the same focal plane of the crosshairs as well as brings the whole sight picture into focus. When 
trying to zero with parallax you will see impacts all around the desired point of impact but not 
actually on it. Another symptom is the inability to group a rifle that has been grouped before.  
 
When checking for parallax the shooter should lay his rifle so that the crosshairs lay on the 
target and then, without touching the rifle move your head around while looking through the 
scope. Ensuring you have no scope shadow, look for movement of the reticle. If the reticle 
seems to move depending on the location of your eye, then make minor adjustments to the 
parallax knob until the crosshairs no longer move.  
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Trying to zero with parallax is a waste of time and ammunition; always ensure proper parallax 
before sending rounds down range.  
 
Aerodynamic Jump: While we would prefer to zero in perfect conditions a shooter may not 
always have that luxury. When zeroing in winding conditions, especially full value wind above 7 
MPH, a shooter needs to account for aerodynamic jump (AJ). AJ is a deterministic variable that 
can be accounted for and can effect a 100 yard zero. For a 175 gr SMK .308 at 2630 with a 1:10 
twist, the AJ will be .11 Mil for a full value 8 MPH wind. While that is roughly 1/3 of an inch at 
100 yards, that is roughly 3.5 inches at 1000 yards, which would be an unaccounted for 
variable. And depending on the wind direction and speed it could be a difference of 7 to 12 
inches. The bottom line is that AJ needs to be accounted for during zeroing when the winds are 
full value and above 7 MPH.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 2 
 

Supported Shooting 
 

Introduction 
The position that most of us would prefer to take a shot from is the prone, however that is not 
always available to the hunter or sniper. The shooter will have to use their environment to build 
a stable platform from which to shoot. A supported position is any position other than the 
prone that uses exterior support in order to achieve a stable shooting platform. Support can 
come in the form of a tripod, bipod, monopod, natural or manmade objects, or anything else 
that allows the shooter to create a solid shooting platform. These objects can place the shooter 
in the modified prone, sitting, kneeling, and standing; whatever allows the shooter to clear the 
obstacle in which they are shooting over.  
 
5 Principles of a Supported Position 
Just like in the prone, supported position shooting follows the same fundamentals though they 
are applied in a different way. The way they are applied is up to the imagination of the shooter 
as there are no hard and fast rules when it comes to positional shooting as long as the 
principles are adhered to.  
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(1) Application of the Three Fundamentals of Marksmanship: Regardless of the position you 
shoot in you will never leave the three fundamentals of bone support, muscle relaxation, and 
natural point of aim (NPA). Bone support and muscle relaxation will have to be a give and take 
game as the position may not allow the full application of both, however NPA should never be 
compromised. If you cannot get NPA then you are muscling the rifle into place and you will 
have a hard time reacquiring the target after your first shot. These principles are covered more 
in depth in section 1 of this handout.  
 
(2) Low Center of Gravity: The reason that a shooter is in a supported position is because there 
is an object between them and the target that must be cleared. That being said the shooter 
needs to be in the lowest position that allows them to clear the obstacle. The higher the center 
of gravity the more inherently unstable the position is going to be. A shooter should not use a 
kneeling when a sitting will suffice for the shot.  
 
(3) Maximize Surface Contact with the Ground and Vertical Objects: The prone is arguably the 
most stable position to shoot from, one of the reasons is because the shooter maximizes 
surface contact with the ground. More surface contact means more friction. Tires for race cars 
operate on the same principle. The tires are extremely wide in order to maximize surface 
contact and thus increase friction that allows them to hug the track. In sitting, kneeling, and 
standing positions, leaning up against a vertical object such as a pole or wall will help stabilize 
your position.  
 
(4) Position Your Body to Best Manage Recoil: Setting up for a single shot that collapses your 
position because you cannot manage the recoil is setting yourself up for failure. If you have no 
spotter, you are the only one who can determine if you hit or missed your target. A good rule is 
to always get as much of your body behind the rifle as the position allows. Knowing how much 
you need comes from trial and error.  
 
(5) Rear Elbow Support: The final and arguably most important principle of supported position 
shooting. Most supported positions do not allow for a rear support of the rifle which means the 
rear of the rifle needs to be supported indirectly through the elbow. A Marine Sniper team 
entered a competition that shot from a lot of supported and improvised positions. They 
approached every position with one question, “How can I get rear elbow support.” By the last 
day they were so far ahead they did not need to even compete. Always approach a position 
with this mindset and it will set you up for success.  
 
Applying the Principles 
In a perfect world the shooter would employ all of the principles equally in their shooting 
position, however in the real world it is a game of give and take. Not every position is going to 
allow for rear elbow support, but there are things you can do to make up for this. In the same 
way you may not be able to get your body behind the rifle to absorb the recoil, but you can use 
a negative load on a sturdy structure to absorb the rifle’s recoil for you. Learning how to apply 
the principles and which ones are the most important in each position is a matter of trial and 
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error and learning from experience. The more experience you have the easier it will be for you 
to look at a position and determine the best way to build a stable shooting position. 
 
Sling 
When used properly a sling can bring an unstable position under control and firm up a stable 
position. A sling such as the Hog Saddle © SS Loophole sling allows the shooter to connect the 
rear of the sling to himself while keeping the front attached to the rifle. Testing by Cal Zant has 
shown that properly using a sling like this will reduce vertical muzzle movement by 75%. The 
effect of the sling is most noticeable in the standing but can solidify a kneeling and sitting 
position.  The sling attaches to the shooter via a carabiner which is usually clipped into the belt. 
The shooter can adjust the tension of the sling either by the friction buckle on the sling or by 
shifting the hips forward or backwards depending on the position. The following are some 
pictures of the sling in use.  

As you can see in these photos, the sling allows the shooter to relax his hips which helps with 
muscle relaxation. The sling also drives the buttstock into the shoulder which makes up for the 
shooters lack of rear elbow support.  
 
The sling can also be used in a traditional sense by putting the support arm through the sling 
and wrapping or tightening the sling. This method is faster to get in and out of but does not 
provide the same amount of support as clipping into the sling as described above.  
 
The sling can bring a position together and is always helpful when carrying the rifle as well. The 
shooter should never take their rifle out without a sling 
 
Supplemental Support 
Whether you are on a hunt, in a battle, or at the range, there are things that you typically have 
with you that can be used to aid in your position. When going on a hunting trip you would 
probably have at least the following items: 
 

• Shooting Bag/Sand Sock 

• Backpack 

• Tripod 
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• Hunting Partner 
 
These Items can be used to supplement your shooting position so that you can build a steadier 
position. As Jeff Cooper says, “If you can get closer, get closer; if you can get steadier, get 
steadier.” You only have one first shot and it is the responsibility of the shooter to ensure a 
clean kill regardless of your target.  
 
A shooter should always carry at least two shooting bags/socks with him, one of them being 
larger than the other. This allows the shooter a choice and the bags can be used to fill the gap 
between the elbow and the knee in order to get rear elbow support. Wiebad © makes a few 
different bags that can be helpful in gaining elevated support, especially when shooting 
downhill where there is a larger than usual gap between the ground and the toe of the rifle. 
 
A backpack can be very helpful in filling large gaps when rear elbow support is needed. In the 
sitting it can fill the cavity between the elbows and the knees which allows the shooter to relax 
more. A backpack is also a good shooting support to place the rifle on when using the bipods is 
not advantageous, like when shooting off the hood of a car. The backpack should be shapeable 
and have a medium amount of volume. This can be attained by putting a thick jacket in there or 
a poncho liner, something that will fill space but can be compressed. The pack should not have 
an internal or external frame. When hunting deep in the country you may not have the option 
of taking a frameless pack, however a small pack can be emptied and packed out and then filled 
once camp has been established or the stalk begins.  
 
A tripod, tall bipods, or monopods are the shooters only way of clearing obstacles when there is 
no surrounding support in the field. Regardless of the type, a shooter should not leave without 
it. The tripod can be shot off of using a mounting device for the rifle such as the Hog Saddle © 
or Pig Saddle ©. These devices clamp the rifle and allow the shooter forward support of the 
rifle. The tripod is also a good tool when gaining rear elbow support if the front is already 
supported.  
 
Besides spotting for your and keeping you company, your shooting partner can aid in your 
position. Just slightly leaning on your partner can add just the extra stability needed. There are 
a few things that need to be considered when using your partner for support. First of all, ensure 
that your partner is clear of the muzzle and muzzle blast before taking the shot. Secondly, if you 
partner is spotting, make sure that your recoil will not inhibit them from spotting for you. 
Lastly, your partner, unlike a tripod or rock, will move and breathe, both things that can disturb 
your sight picture. This requires the shooter and the “support” to communicate with one 
another. Syncing breathing and having a dialogue are a couple of things that will need to be 
considered.  
 
Supported shooting adds a vital tool to the hunter, sniper, or recreational shooter. The ability to 
build a stable position other than the prone in order to take long range precision shots means 
that the shooters ability is no longer limited by obstacles or location, but only by his ability. This 
makes you a very lethal shooter. 
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Section 3 
 

Tripod Shooting 
 

Introduction 
There are many benefits of being able to shoot proficiently off of a tripod, obstacle mitigation 
being the first and foremost. When there is no place for the prone the tripod gets the shooter 
off the ground and into a stable position. When shooting high angles in mountainous terrain, it 
can be very difficult to get low enough or high enough depending on the angle. Tripods are 
inherently more stable than a tall bipod or mono pod that allows the shooter the same obstacle 
clearance. The tripod allows the shooter to accomplish a lot more in the field than a prone 
position and can offer steadier a steadier option than some improvised field positions.  
 
Requirements of a Tripod 
All tripods are not created equal and a shooter needs to know how to find a tripod that is going 
to meet his shooting needs. Most tripod manufacturers design a tripod with the intention of a 
camera going on top of it…not a rifle. Not all companies are not expecting the tripod to be 
carried into the wilderness and be exposed to extreme temperatures and rain and be subject to 
the recoil of an unbraked .300 Win Mag. There is a growing market for shooting specific tripods, 
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but ultimately there are some things that you need to look for, but as a general rule of thumb, if 
it costs less than $100 it is not going to be a good tripod. 
 
Stability: Since we are trying to build a stable shooting position using a tripod this is going to be 
our greatest priority. The tripod needs to be rock solid and with minimal flex regardless of 
height. Many of the lightweight tripods are made of carbon fiber, which, while light weight, 
have a lot of flex when shooting in the standing and high kneeling. The metal tripods are a little 
heavier but are going to be steadier in the higher positions. Owning more than one type of 
tripod can be convenient when hunting different environments. 
 
Adjustability: You need a tripod that 
has the adjustability that you need. 
First of all, you need to make sure the 
tripod adjusts high enough for you as a 
shooter. Taller people are going to need 
taller tripods, while shorter people can 
get away with a smaller tripod. A good 
tripod should allow you the ability to 
adjust the angle of the individual legs in 
order to establish a wider base in the 
kneeling and sitting. This is also a very 
helpful option when shooting high 
angle or in an urban environment. 
  
 
Mobility: There are many rock solid, 
adjustable tripods that weigh over 10 lbs, and while this makes for a good shooting support, it 
does not make it enjoyable to hike around, especially in the mountains. Remember that you 
may have to compromise on stability in order to find a light enough tripod. Consider its use and 
the environment that you will be in when considering this attribute. 
 
Durability: A solid, durable tripod is a good investment that will last for many years. A $25 
tripod from Walmart may be a great deal, until you have to continually buy them. While only 
time can tell of the durability of a tripod, a visual inspection of the construction and materials 
used can give you a good idea of the durability. Forums and reviews by people who have used 
these tripods is a good place to in order to find out information on a specific tripod. 
 
Principles of Tripod Shooting 
Shooting off a tripod is like learning how to ride a bike. It is something that can be awkward and 
there is a lot going on that needs to be monitored just to take the shot. There are many things 
that can go wrong and create an unstable platform. But like a bike, once you get your hands on 
it and apply the principles, it only gets easier, and it is something that you will never forget. We 
will cover the principles that you need to get started. 
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Rifle to Tripod Connection: Whether you are using a Bog Pod ©, which uses a saddle, or a Hog 
Saddle © which helps connect a rifle to a tripod, the connection needs to be considered. The 
Bog Pod © tripod sets up very quickly and acts as a rest for the front of the rifle and is great for 
short distance shots that need to be set up on the fly. A tripod equipped with a Hog Saddle © 
may take a little longer to set up, however the connection between the tripod and rifle is going 
to be more secure and more suitable for long distance. Regardless of your connection you need 
to make sure that it is right for the type of shooting you will be conducting. One of the reasons 
that people choose the Hog Saddle © is because of the ability to clamp the rifle in the saddle 
and leave it without any support from the shooter. This can be very helpful when waiting for 
long periods of time for quarry or for a tactical situation to develop. 
 
The other consideration is whether to directly thread the saddle to the tripod or to use a ball 
joint between the saddle and the tripod. A ball joint can help with leveling the rifle and when 
shooting uphill and downhill, however the ball joint becomes the weakest part of the shooting 
platform. There are some solid ball joints on the market that are designed with shooting in 
mind and will hold up to the tension and recoil. Most ball joints that can handle the stress tend 
to be heavy, so that is something to consider. Ball joints that are lighter can move and shift 
under pressure which is the last thing you want happening when you are about to take a shot. 
 
Recoil Management: Because the rifle is off 
of the ground and has a higher center of 
gravity the recoil is going to have an 
exaggerated effect. The recoil cannot be fully 
mitigated, so we must manage it the best 
that we can. The best way to do this is to 
point a single leg of the tripod forward and 
have the other two in the rear. The tripod 
will rock back a little, but because of the two 
in the rear it will fall right back into place and 
on target. Some people think that if you have 
the single leg in the rear it will mitigate the 
recoil. In theory this would work, however, in 
order for it to work the leg must be perfectly in line with the rifle. If it is off by a fraction of a 
degree the rifle recoil will take the path of least resistance and will go up and to the opposite 
direction of the offset. This will raise both front legs off the ground unevenly and they could fall 
back in different places. This puts the shooter in a bad position for a follow up shot. If you are 
transitioning from one target to another, the whole tripod needs to be moved so that the front 
leg is always forward.  
 
Maximize the Strong Points: When extending the legs of the tripod to set up a position, the 
larger portion of the legs should be extended before the smaller ones. For example, when 
setting up for the kneeling, if a shooter extended the smaller portion of the legs they would 
have more flex than if the shooter extended the larger portion to the same height. The same 
goes for the tripod head, it should only be extended as a last resort.  
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Maintain Sling Tension: Sling techniques will be covered later in the section, however, as a 
principle you need to have tension on that sling at all times. The sling, rifle, and shooter form a 
triangle that is essential for stability. If one part of the triangle is not stable, then the other two 
collapse. A tight sling allows for muscle relaxation of the shooter, drives the buttstock into the 
shoulder, and reduces vertical muzzle movement.  
 
Trigger Control: Shooting off a tripod is inherently less stable than shooting off a bench or out 
of the prone. Because of this you will have a small wobble of the crosshairs. The amount of 
acceptable wobble is dependent on the size of the target. Sometimes the wobble goes from 
edge to edge of the target and sometimes it will go outside the edges of your target. Typically, a 
pattern of wobble can be discerned and the shooter must use good trigger control to let the 
shot off at the appropriate time. The wobble should represent a figure 8 pattern. If the wobble 
is well within the target diameter, then the trigger can be pressed at any time the shooter is 
ready.  
 
Sling Techniques 
In every sling technique that will be taught, the front of the sling is always attached to the 
forend of the rifle. If the option is available (Rail System) then the sling should be attached on 
the underside of the rifle as far forward as possible. The back portion of the sling is going to be 
either wrapped on a leg of the tripod, connected to the shooter, or a combination of both. The 
sling is usually attached to the shooters belt via a carabiner or clip of some kind. The clip needs 
to be able to hold a few hundred pounds of pressure, so ensure that the method of attachment 
you choose is up to the job.  
 
When using a tripod there are three techniques that can be used and within those three 
techniques there are a few variations. There are some hard and fast principles when it comes to 
tripod shooting, however, if a shooter is comfortable and can accurately engage targets, then 
they should continue to use whatever method works.  
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Straight Pull: The straight pull is the easiest to set up and is the easiest to adjust. With this 
technique the shooter simply routes the sling under the tripod and clips it straight to their belt. 
The tension of the sling is then adjusted so that the hips can relax while at the same time 
putting tension on the sling which will in turn stabilize the rifle. If the hips are in line with or 
forward of the knees the shooter will find it very difficult to get stabile and have good recoil 
management. 

  
 
Wrap: Wrapping by itself is typically used in some kneeling and sitting positions because those 
positions do not require the sling to support the hips to attain muscle relaxation. Here muzzle 
of the rifle is dipped down as the sling is routed to the back left or back right (depending on the 
shooters dominate side) where it goes under the tripod leg and then wraps around the leg 
twice. With a tight grip on the sling wrapped around the leg of the tripod, the shooter puts the 
buttstock of the rifle in their shoulder and lowers the buttstock with the weight of their body. 
This puts a lot of tension on the forend of the rifle which can cause a deviation in impact for 
rifles that do not have free floating barrels. The shooter uses this tension, combined with their 
relaxed body weight, to place the crosshairs on the target. Tension can be adjusted using the 
non-shooting hand that is gripping the wrapped portion of the sling. The shooter essentially 
“throttles” the wrapped portion to adjust the tension. Here the shooter can use a thumb up or 
thumb down grip, whichever is more comfortable to the shooter and allows them to lock out 
their elbow to attain muscle relaxation.  

Straight Pull 
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Wrap and Clip: This method mirrors the wrap method except the sling is clipped into the 
shooter after it is wrapped on the tripod leg. This allows the shooter to attain muscle relaxation 
in their hips, especially when shooting in the standing position. The shooter has the same 
options when it comes to grip.  
 
Considerations: The sling has a tendency to cant the rifle to the direction of the pull which can 
in turn cause the shooters round to impact low and in the direction of the cant. If you find 
yourself muscling cant out of a rifle, adjust the tripod or tripod head to eliminate the cant.  
 
When establishing your position, always establish your body before tightening your sling. The 
sling should tighten to aid in your position, you should not have to adjust your body to the 
tightness of the sling.  
 
Standing 
Standing is going to be the least stable position 
when shooting off a tripod, however, it has the 
highest obstacle clearance of all the positions. The 
sling is an essential tool when setting up in the 
standing position because it will allow the shooter 
to load into the rifle and attain muscle relaxation. 
The standing has two typical variations: Upright 
and Bent over. 
 
Upright Standing: The upright standing looks just 
like it sounds where the shooter is standing 
generally erect with a slight lean in the waist. This 
is typically easier for taller shooters because they 
do not have to lean as far forward as the bent over 
standing. The feet should be shoulder width apart, 
some shooters point their feet slightly inboard in 
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order to lock their hips. The knees will be locked out so the shooter has bone support and there 
is no muscle tension in the legs. There should be a slight bend in the waist which allows the 
shooter to slightly lean into the rifle. The body should be directly behind the rifle with the 
buttstock firmly in the shoulder in order to absorb as much recoil as possible. The shooter can 
use the sling technique that works best and allows the shooter to relax their hips. With the sling 
connected, the shooter should be able to just relax with the crosshairs on target. The none 
shooting hand is locked out with thumb up or down on the tripod leg.  
 
Bent-over Standing: The bent-over standing is 
very similar to the upright, however, it is slightly 
lower to the ground and puts more weight 
behind the rifle for recoil management. Feet are 
usually placed shoulder width apart, though 
taller shooters sometimes widen their stance in 
order to bend more aggressively at the waist. 
The toes are pointed inboard and the knees are 
locked out. There is a more aggressive lean at 
the waist that puts the shooter right behind the 
rifle. The shooter can use any of the sling 
techniques and will have the non-shooting hand 
locked out on the tripod leg.  
 
There are not a lot of options when it comes to supplemental support, but generally the 
shooter can lean on vertical objects in order to stabilize their position. Some shooters will use a 
second tripod that helps support the rear of the rifle. There are a few cons with this method 
which cause some shooters to shy away. First of all, it is extra gear in the field, though it if was a 
monopod it would not be too much to carry. Some shooters find it hard to adjust once they 
have established the position. If your quarry is on the move this would not be a viable option. 
Lastly, some shooters have found that the recoil makes it very difficult to get back on target 
after an initial shot. Overall, the easiest way to stabilize the standing is to set up next to a tree 
and lean against it. 
 
Kneeling 
The kneeling is arguably the most versatile of positions because it has the greatest range of 
obstacle clearance while also providing good stability. The kneeling position is quick to get into 
and not all positions require the shooter to clip in to their sling for acceptable stability, though 
the sling will always increase stability. There are two types of kneeling: Rear Knee Up and 
Double Kneeling. Regardless of which type of kneeling the shooter chooses; the position should 
be established as low as possible. Unless the shooter is very flexible, the double knee will allow 
the shooter to achieve the lowest position, though at that point the shooter might move down 
into the more stable sitting position.  
 
When setting up the tripod for the kneeling, the shooter should attempt to make the base of 
the tripod as wide as possible. This is done by increasing the angle of the legs and extending 
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them to the desired height. This position can put a lot of flex on tripods and this position is one 
where you will want to have a solid tripod. If the tripod you use cannot take the pressure, then 
a small base must be used. While this position can be accomplished with a small base, you will 
have issues with recoil management and stability.  
 
Rear Knee Up: The knee the shooter puts up depends on the dominate hand of the shooter. The 
right handed shooters will put up their right knee and the left handed shooters will put up their 
left knee. This knee is there to provide rear elbow support. The shooter should have a generally 
wide base established between their up and down knee to allow for stability. If their legs are 
too close together the shooter will be unstable. The shin bone of the knee that is up should be 
straight up and down in order to gain bone support. The firing elbow will rest on this knee for 
support, however there may be a need to fill the gap between the knee and elbow which can 
be done with a pack or a type of shooting bag.  The shooter should have a decent bend at the 
waist that allows them to absorb the recoil. As the shooter gets to the upper limit of their 
standing they will find their body more erect which will make recoil management harder. The 
shooter can use any of the sling techniques and the wrap method can be used in a hasty 
situation with relatively good accuracy. The non-shooting hand should be placed on the tripod 
and can grip the wrap if that technique is used. With one knee up there is usually not enough 
room to lock out the elbow. Some shooters will reach across and lock out on the tripod leg on 
the shooting side.   ***Pic*** 
 
Double Knee: The double knee can allow less flexible shooters to get into a lower kneeling 
position. Some shooters also find that it is a good option when they cannot achieve rear elbow 
support with the rear knee up. The double knee does require the use of a sling in order to be 
stable because it generally does not allow for rear elbow support. In this position, both knees 
are on the ground about shoulder width apart. Knees can be further apart or closer together to 
adjust the height of the shooter. There should be about a 45-degree bend at the waist to allow 
the shooter manage recoil. The sling should be tight enough to drive the buttstock into the 
shoulder. Typically, the straight pull sling technique is used for the double knee as it allows the 
shooter to quickly adjust the tension with their hips. The non-shooting hand is usually locked 
out on the tripod leg on the non-shooting side where the shooter can grip the wrap if they 
choose to use that technique. Sometimes, depending on the height of the position a pack can 
be placed across the knees and used to gain rear elbow support. ***Pic*** 
 
Sitting 
The sitting is going to be the shooter’s most stable tripod position to shoot from, however it has 
the least amount of adjustment in height and lowest obstacle clearance. The sitting is very 
versatile and is a go to position when shooting downhill. While it takes a little longer to get into 
some of the positions, the tripod takes the least amount of adjustment. There are three main 
positions in the sitting that the shooter will utilize: Open Leg Sitting, Cross Ankle Sitting, and 
Cross Legged Sitting.  
 
Open Leg Sitting: While this position can be used when shooting on a horizontal plane, it was 
really developed for shooting downhill. I personally use a version of open leg sitting when 
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shooting off the tripod, so it is possible. The shooter will sit with their body behind the rifle with 
a 45-degree angle between their legs. The legs can lay flat (if you are flexible enough), or can 
have a 45-degree bend at the knees. The shooter should lean as much as they can into the rifle 
in order to manage recoil. The shooting elbow can rest on the inside or outside of the knee, 
though the preference is to the outside to aid in keeping the knee up. The non-shooting elbow 
should rest on the inside or outside of the knee. Any of the sling techniques will work well in 
this position and a pack or shooting support placed across the lap will aid in stability. Non-
shooting hand will be placed on the tripod leg. ***Pic*** 
 
Cross Ankle Sitting: In this position the right-handed shooter should cross their ankles left over 
right and a left handed shooter should cross their ankles right over left. The reason for this is 
the non-shooting ankle helps support the leg of the shooting side knee in order to better 
support the rear elbow of the shooting side. The shooter can draw their knees in or push them 
out, depending on terrain, slope, or height of the shooter. The shooter should lean at the waist 
as much as is comfortable and position as much of their body behind the rifle.  The inside of the 
knees should provide natural pocket for the elbows to fit into. The non-shooting hand is usually 
gripping the tripod leg and can be used to hold the wrap of the sling if that technique is used. 
Any of the sling techniques work well in this position and some shooters find that using the 
straight pull technique helps relax their hips. A bag or shooting support can be laid across the 
lap in order to help with muscle relaxation and rear elbow support.  
 
Cross Legged Sitting: The cross legged sitting is exactly the same as the cross ankle sitting 
except that the ankles are tucked in underneath the knees to provide extra support. Just as 
with the cross ankle sitting the left foot goes over the right foot to provide extra support to the 
right knee for right handed shooters and the opposite for left handed shooters. The shooter 
should position their body behind the rifle as much as possible and have a positive lean into the 
rifle. Many shooters make the mistake of turning their body to the side which gives up recoil 
management. Many shooters will find that they do not have to attach their sling but will simply 
wrap their slings on the tripod leg for added stability. The shooting elbow is tucked into the 
inside of the knee on the shooting side. A pack or shooting support can be laid across the lap for 
added support. While difficult to get into, the cross legged sitting is one of the most stable 
supported positions. ***PIC*** 
 
Considerations 
Tripod shooting is a skill that is attainable with time and practice and is a skill that needs to be 
maintained. Having shot long distance from the prone or a table, a shooter must humble 
themselves and know their limitations when it comes to tripod shooting. As Jeff Cooper said: 
 

“As a hunter the main goal is to be able to make first-round hits, at unknown distances, from 
improvised positions, with a cartridge appropriate to the purpose, all within a certain time limit 

that is dictated by your quarry.” 
 

If you do not have the confidence to take the shot then get closer, get steadier, or do not take 
the shot. Know your limitations when it comes to your shooting. 
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Section 4 
 

Rapid Deployment of a Tripod 
 

Introduction 
When a sniper is called on scene he needs to be in place and ready to shoot as soon as possible 
without sacrificing stability, accuracy, and precision. The situation is constantly developing and 
action could be required at any time. It is critical for the sniper to deploy in a rapid manner, 
especially when having to set up a supported position like a tripod. This section will cover 
marking positions and manipulation and how they will aid the sniper in quickly setting up.  
 
Marking Positions 
After shooting on the tripod and developing the confidence to take the shot from that form of a 
supported position, the sniper should mark his tripod for the standing, kneeling and sitting that 
they are most comfortable in. Obviously the sniper will be called to adjust his position to the 
obstacle and will not always be able to shoot from the practiced position, however if the sniper 
has his positions marked out or memorized, he can deploy the tripod in the position that would 
most likely clear the obstacle and make small adjustments later. In order to do this the sniper 
needs to know his positions and have a way of replicating them every time he deploys. 
 
There are two methods the sniper can use in order to consistently replicate his positions with 
the tripod. One includes marking the actual tripod while the other involves memorization. They 
both have their strengths and weaknesses; it is up to the sniper to choose the best method for 
him.  
 
Marking: Marking the tripod involves the sniper making an actual mark on the tripod once it is 
in the position that he wants. This is usually done with a permanent marker where the mark is 
made just below the locking device on the leg. When marking the tripod, the sniper should 
label his marks so that he can differentiate between the marks for each position. One of the 
weaknesses of this method is that the marks can be rubbed off over time and will need to be 
touched up. Also, all of the marks can be confusing, especially when quickly setting up. Lastly, 
this is just not a wise option if multiple snipers are sharing the same tripod. Each sniper will 
have their own marks which will be relatively close to one another and will make set up an 
extremely confusing and thus slow process.  
 
Memorization: Another way of replicating positions is to use 
your hands to create measurements. For example, the leg on 
this tripod is extended a fist and a thumb. There are multiple 
measurements that can come from the shooter’s hands, fist, 
fist and a thumb, two fists and a thumb, fist and a thumb and 
a fist, just to name a few. Now instead of looking for marks, 
the sniper simply applies the proper measurement with his 
hands when he sets up. The only real weakness to this 
method is the memory of the sniper which can be mitigated 
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by adding Rapid Deployment Evaluations into monthly training. It would also benefit the sniper 
to practice the positions on occasion. Just like any skill, it will perish if it is not practiced.  
 
When marking or memorizing, the shooter should have measurements for at least four 
positions. Four is an easy amount to memorize and does not mark up the tripod too much, the 
sniper can have more if he desires but should take caution of having too many positions. 
Typically, the sniper should have a standing, high kneeling, low kneeling, and sitting position. 
Two kneeling positions are suggested because the kneeling is a modular position that can vary 
greatly in height. There is also a great difference in stability between the low and high kneeling 
and training from both positions is required for proficiency.  
 
 
Manipulation 
Though all tripods generally follow the same design their individual make up is slightly different. 
While most tripods use lever locks to adjust the legs, some tripods use a twist lock. The center 
column may have a wing nut to tighten or a twist lock with anti-rotation screw. The point is that 
all tripods are different and the sniper should be extremely familiar with their system and know 
the fastest way to raise, lower, or otherwise adjust the tripod from the standing, kneeling, and 
sitting. Each position has different ways to adjust, some are faster, some are sturdier. The 
following are some examples that are gleaned from experience, however the sniper will need to 
find out what works best for him.  
 
Standing: For most snipers the standing requires the tripod to be fully extended which limits 
options for additional adjustments. If the sniper needs to get higher, the center column is the 
only adjustment that is available. This is of course a last resort because the center column is the 
least stable part of the tripod. If the sniper needs to get lower, he should lower the tripod by 
collapsing the legs starting with the smallest section.  
 
Kneeling: Because the kneeling is such a modular position, the different manipulations will be 
broken down into best and fastest. All of these positions assume that the sniper is using a wide 
base and has changed the angle of the legs. When increasing height of the tripod the fastest 
way is to decrease the angle of the tripod legs which will instantly raise the sniper up. The best 
way is to increase the length of the legs starting with the biggest section and extending the 
smallest section last. If a very small height increase is needed (3 inches max) the center column 
can be extended. The fastest way to decrease height is to increase the angle of tripod, however 
this usually puts the sniper so low that they are in the sitting position. The best way to decrease 
height, which is essentially the only way, is to collapse the tripod legs starting with the smallest 
section.  
 
Sitting: While the standing typically finds the shooter fully extended, the sitting position for the 
sniper usually requires the tripod to be mostly collapsed. Therefore, getting lower will require 
the sniper to collapse the legs fully. This is the fastest but can make for an unsteady platform. 
The best way is to increase the angle of the tripod legs and then extend/collapse the legs to get 
the best height. In the sitting and the kneeling, the sniper always wants the tripod to have the 
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widest base possible. The fastest way to increase height is to decrease the angle of the legs or 
raise the center column. The best way is to increase the length of the legs while maintaining the 
wide base.  
 
Non-standard: The tripod is a tool that allows the sniper to create stable shooting platforms no 
matter the location. It is up to the sniper’s imagination on how to best use this tool. Trial and 
error in training is the best way to ensure success on a real life deployment. The following are 
some examples of non-standard tripod positions.  
 

Conclusion 
The sniper needs to be well versed in the operation of his tripod as it is an invaluable tool for 
him. Continued training in which the sniper is constantly challenged to implement his tripod is 
necessary to maintain skills. Training with real scenarios, under real conditions, and under real 
time will show the sniper what methods and ideas are worthy of being implemented in a real 
tactical scenario where people’s lives are on the line. Know your equipment, know yourself, 
seek improvement.  
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Section 5 
 

Vehicle Hides 
 

Introduction 
Conducting a hide in a vehicle has many advantages, the biggest of which is mobility. There are 
not always buildings that are in line with the target area or they are not quickly accessible. They 
also blend in, especially in an urban environment. They do however have their disadvantages 
such as the confined space and the difficulties that accompany that. Vehicle have been used for 
a long time as a command center for listening or viewing CCTV. This does not require the one 
conducting surveillance to observe outside of the vehicle which is usually out of the line of 
sight. However, conducting a vehicle hide within line of sight of the target with the ability to 
conduct uninterrupted observation without being detected is difficult. Conducting sniper 
engagements from that same vehicle only complicates things more.  This section will cover the 
principles of vehicle hide construction, operations, and engagement considerations in support 
of law enforcement operations.  
 
History 
There are two specific cases where vehicles were used as a hide and firing position and while 
they do not fully relate to the type of operations conducted by law enforcement, they are 
worth briefly studying. 
 
D.C. Sniper: In October of 2002 two individuals terrorized the east coast when they began killing 
individuals by shooting them from inside of a vehicle. Though they were called “snipers” they 
never had an engagement past 200 yards and by no 
means killed as many people as they could have if 
they were trained snipers. Using a Bushmaster AR-15 
with an EOTECH, they killed 10 people and injured 3. 
The shooters used a 1990 Chevrolet Caprice to shoot 
from by modifying the back seats to access the truck 
in order to lie in the prone and shoot out of a hole cut 
above the license plate. When not in use this hole was 
stuffed up with a rag. One of the things that delayed 
authorities in their investigation was that they were 
convinced that the vehicle was a white van or box 
truck. This is a good lesson in concealment. Know that 
the good guy and bad guy alike are going to make 
assumptions based off experience. A vehicle that makes a good surveillance vehicle will usually 
look like a surveillance vehicle. It is imperative to blend into your environment when conducting 
vehicle hide operations. The two individuals were eventually caught after the vehicle began to 
be linked to other crimes which is another lesson. The continued use of the same vehicle will 
result in suspicion and could jeopardize the operation.   
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South Armagh Sniper: From 1990-1997 two teams of snipers using 3 separate weapon systems 
killed 9 British soldiers. Though they did not kill as many as the D.C. Snipers, the psychological 
terror they inflicted was great. The team used a Mazda 626 as a mobile platform for their 
operations. They used the same tactics as the D.C. Snipers though they were the first to use 
them. There is some who think that the D.C. Snipers got their tactics from the IRA.  
 
In both of these situations a sedan was used for the operation. My unit, while in Iraq, was 
attacked by a sniper who operated out of a sedan vehicle as well. All of these vehicles did a 
good job of blending because the use of a sedan is not the first thing that comes to mind when 
thinking of shooting platform.  
 
Types of Vehicles 
Large law enforcement agencies have a plethora of vehicles at their disposal. These could be 
vehicles that have been confiscated or agency owned. Regardless, a sniper team should have 
multiple vehicles that have been altered for conducting vehicle hide operations. The following is 
an assessment of vehicles that are most readily available.  
 
Sedan: The sedan can be used for surveillance and sniper operations, however, concealable 
firing positions will offer a very limited field of fire. These firing positions will also require the 
most amount of modification to the vehicle which may not be ideal. These firing positions 
(laying in the prone) will not allow the sniper to be fully concealed during the operation. While 
sedans blend in very well, is not the best sniper platform for law enforcement operations 
because of the field of fire.  
 
Passenger/work van: While this is the most cliché surveillance vehicle, it does blend in well in 
certain environments, especially the industrial area. The van has the largest amount of room in 
the back and can easily be partitioned in order to have a completely concealed position. The 
vehicle is large and does not always fit the baseline, but is a good option for the 
sniper/surveillance team. 
 
Minivan: This vehicle blends in almost anywhere due to its popularity. The minivan can be 
matched to the environment by simply using a different year, make, and model. Newer 
minivans are suitable for middle class suburban areas, where older models can easily blend into 
a low income area. The minivan has plenty of room in the back and can be modified quickly to 
incorporate a sniper position.  
 
Truck with camper: The truck with a camper top over the bed is a great mobile platform for 
surveillance and sniper operations. The bed is already partitioned and light can be easily 
controlled while still allowing for good observation. The bed of the truck would most likely need 
to be modified with a matting of some kind for sound deadening. The typical metal bed would 
amplify any noises. A great advantage of the truck is its off road capability which can allow it to 
be put into unconventional locations. A downfall of being in the bed of the truck is that, without 
modification, there is no power and all things will have to be run off of battery.  
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Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV): The SUV has the passenger capacity of a minivan but the all-terrain 
capability of the truck. The SUV has a lot of windows which can make it difficult to control the 
light inside of the vehicle. Larger SUVs can be partitioned without much trouble, though seats 
may have to be removed to accommodate a sniper position. The SUV is fairly common in all 
environments and can be easily adjusted to match the baseline of different areas.  
 
Hide Materials 
All of the materials needed for a vehicle hide can easily be obtained at a hardware store. The 
following list is not all inclusive but is intended to give the sniper a baseline for materials that 
are needed. Ultimately it is up to the sniper to employ the principles properly and use his 
imagination to do so.  
 

• Blackout fabric • Mini super magnets 

• Screen (Black) • Push pins 

• Gorilla tape • Alligator clips 

• Window tint (varying light transmission • 550 Cord 

• 1/32” clear Acrylic  • Screws (Metal and regular) 

• Sun shade  

 
The blackout fabric will be used to control the amount of light let in and is usually used as a 
partition. The screen can be used as a sub-partition inside of the observation area to help 
control the light. Gorilla tape is suggested because it sticks to anything and is very helpful in 
hide construction. The window tint will allow the sniper to control the light transmission 
through his observation windows. The amount of light transmission will vary depending on the 
mission. If it is a day mission then darker can be used, but if the mission goes into the night 
then a lighter tint must be used. The 1/32” Acrylic is a shooting medium to replace windows. A 
lot of light comes through the front windshield and a sun shade can help control that. The mini 
super magnets can help with setup without permanent modification. The push pins can be used 
to apply fabric to the headboard along with the alligator clips. 550 cord is always a good thing 
to have to help in construction. More permeant modifications can be made with screws as long 
as the outside appearance of the vehicle is not changed.  
 
Construction 
Here the principles of hide site construction will be covered. They will not be vehicle specific 
but will be guidelines to be followed. Every vehicle and mission is different; these principles will 
allow the sniper to build his hide to ensure mission success. 
 

4 Principles of Vehicle Hide Construction 
 

1. Build the hide around the mission requirements 
2. Control the light 
3. Eliminate things that will make noise 
4. Do not disturb the outside appearance of the vehicle 
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Build the hide around the mission requirements: The mission type and duration will determine 
the best vehicle and construction. A sniper over watch that will last only a few hours will need 
the ability to set up a firing position though it can be smaller due to mission duration. A 
surveillance mission does not need to have a firing position and therefore can use a smaller 
vehicle. However, if the mission duration multi day then it would be wise to consider a larger 
vehicle. It does no good to construct the perfect vehicle hide only to find out it will not support 
a firing position even though it is a mission requirement.  
 
Control the light: There are many things the sniper can use to control the light in the vehicle. 
The largest source of light will be from the front windshield and can be blocked out using a sun 
shade. The light from the side windows can be controlled using tint. The idea is to allow enough 
light to come in for observation, but not allow the light to go all the way through the vehicle. If 
the light is completely blocked, then observation out will be impossible.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The above figure shows a vehicle set up for observation. The blackout sheet helps control the 
majority of the light coming in while the black screen down the middle controls the light so that 
it does not come through to the other side which is what will create the silhouette. There is an 
optional partition for increased light control from the rear of the vehicle but it is not needed. All 
windows should be tinted to some degree, but still allow observation.  
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The above figure shows a vehicle in a configuration for sniper operations. If this were a van, 
there could be two snipers covering different areas or one sniper without the middle partition. 
Here the windows would be replaced with tinted acrylic. This can be done by replacing the 
actual window or putting the window all the way down and placing acrylic over top of the 
window. Windows can also be cracked or opened, however this is not conducive to a 
clandestine hide. The window tint needs to accommodate night vision devices if applicable.  
 
 
The observation areas or firing positions need to be conducive to the mission. Surveillance of a 
general area will need to have multiple positions/windows to observe out of versus surveillance 
of a specific point or target. Having multiple vehicles can allow the observer to reduce his 
required field of view because other vehicles are picking up the blind spots. This takes 
coordination and planning to be effective.  
 
When building a firing position inside of the vehicle, a tripod is going to be absolutely essential 
unless the shooter is going to be in the prone. The tripod will be adjusted to allow clearance 
while still allowing the shooter to get behind the gun. Some vehicles will have a low clearance 
and this is a give and take. If the hide requires seats to be taken out of the vehicle it can be 
helpful to have a sturdy stool or bench. This can be something mobile or permanently affixed 
inside of the vehicle. The sitting position is going to be more comfortable than the kneeling and 
generally more accurate as well. This brings up a point that can often be overlooked: Some 
people believe that vehicle hides or hides in general need to be cramped and small and 
uncomfortable or they are just that way by design. While this may be the case sometimes the 
observer/shooter should make an effort to make the position comfortable. If the individual is 
comfortable then they are able to focus on the task at hand instead of focusing on how 
uncomfortable they are. This is also a vehicle that has shocks and springs which will cause the 
vehicle to move if a person is shifting because they are uncomfortable. This can be a bad thing 
especially when the vehicle is supposed to look like it is empty. Because the vehicle is mobile 
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and the shooter will not have to carry all of his equipment, he should bring all of the support 
that he can into the vehicle to aid in his position.  This can include a non-mission essential pack, 
extra tripods, or other various forms of shooting support.  
 
Operation 
 The following is not an attempt to teach tactics, but merely an attempt to inform so that tactics 
can be properly developed. These are considerations and principles that can be used when 
operating out of a vehicle hide.  
 
The vehicle hide is a different environment that must be planned for. In building hides there is 
the possibility of having air conditioning, a toilet, running water, electrical outlets, and other 
amenities that will not be available in a vehicle hide. This type of environment must be 
prepared for or the mission will be compromised due to lack of planning.  
 
The vehicle, if planned as an empty vehicle, will not be running and can be very cold or could be 
very hot. In this situation, the cold can be prepared for by bringing appropriate warming layers. 
Realize that if warming devices are used it could cause fogging of the windows which might 
draw unwanted attention. Heat, however, poses a problem because the human body can only 
be exposed to the heat for so long. In temperatures of 80-100 degrees the inside of the vehicle 
can reach temperatures of 130-170 degrees. On average the vehicle temperature raises 40 
degrees above ambient temperature after an hour in the sun. If continuous observation is 
needed there will need to be a rotation of vehicles or an alternative way to conduct 
observation. That being said, plenty of water will need to be in the vehicle for the 
observer/shooter. 
 
The vehicle will not have a toilet on it and if long term operations are conducted the team will 
need a piss bottle and possibly WAG bags for human waste. There also needs to be a plan for 
the storage of these things so that they do not create an unsanitary environment or interfere 
with the mission.  
 
Electricity will have to come in the form of batteries in order to power things like radios and 
optics. A car battery with an inverter secured in the back can provide a lot of power for mission 
essential equipment.  
 
Vehicle hides, like all hides, will require a recon of the area prior to the actual mission. This can 
be done via satellite, debriefs from prior operations, or a ground reconnaissance. Finding 
parking spots that support the mission and allow the appropriate field of view or fire can be 
difficult, especially when the vehicle should be inconspicuous. The baseline needs to be 
established when choosing a vehicle as well. A 1990s Mazda Minivan will not blend in well in an 
upscale neighborhood, while a 2013 Ford F-250 will probably not blend in well in a low income 
area. If a shot is to be taken, backdrop and angles must be considered as well in order to 
prevent civilian casualties in the case of a through and through or worst case, a miss.  
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Communications are going to be a big part whether it is a surveillance operations or a sniper 
over watch. The surveillance teams need to be able to coordinate with one another and the 
sniper needs to be able to communicate with those who he is over watching. Headsets will 
need to be used as the speaker can be heard from the outside of the vehicle and can give the 
position away. In the over watch situation, it would be conducive to mission success to have at 
least two personnel in the vehicle, one who is on the rifle and the other who relays the 
communications. Both shooter and spotter should be on communication however the spotter 
will be the one who is transmitting so that the shooter never has to come off the rifle.  
 
The spotter, who is not 100% critical, is a very important piece. The spotter takes a lot of the 
burden off of the sniper as a second set of eyes and helping the sniper with his duties. The 
spotter does need to consider where he will set up in the vehicle so as not to interrupt the 
sniper but close enough to help. One of the things that can be overlooked is the shocks and 
springs in the vehicle. One person moving can throw off the whole shot and the more people in 
the vehicle when a critical shot needs to be made, the more chance of a miss. 
 
Night considerations: When the sun goes down, there are some considerations that need to be 
taken into account when running surveillance and over watch. The same window tint that is 
used to control the light and prevent people from seeing inside the vehicle now prevents 
enough light from getting in to allow for observation. Day into night operations will prove to be 
difficult because of the different tint needed for, while night operations will require a lighter 
tint in and of itself. IR devices help the shooter and observer see in the dark however the 
devices need light. The more light they can gather the better picture there will be, but the 
window tint will reduce the amount of light and create a more distorted picture. Thermals are 
fantastic tools for observation at night, however because the thermals pick up the heat 
signature and glass is an insulator, the thermals are unable to “see” through glass. In order for 
thermals to be effective they will need to have a clear line of sight to the target area. Another 
consideration is the light in the target area 
itself, which should be considered during 
the initial reconnaissance.  Too much light 
will white out the IR and make observation 
and engagement difficult if not impossible. 
An IR capability should always be available 
during night operations but does not 
always need to be owned.  
 
Active Compromise/Emergency Assault: The observation or sniper team needs to have a plan 
for egress. The following is not defining tactics, but is merely suggestions from experience and 
critical thinking. All vehicle teams should be carrying a side arm at all times even if they are 
carrying a sniper rifle. Depending on the mission and the situation a carbine should be stored in 
the vehicle as well.  
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A medical kit is a good idea to have with you as well, it is a vehicle which allows you to carry 
more and the team should carry more than just their individual medical kits. Always be 
prepared for the worst in any situation. 
 
The vehicle should always be positioned in order to have a quick egress or the ability to move 
into a better position in a timely manner. Backing into parking spaces, ensuring that the vehicle 
is not boxed in are all things that need to be taken into consideration and be constantly 
assessed since civilian traffic and parking can constantly change the dynamic of the situation.  
 
Engagement Considerations: All of this leads up to the critical moment of taking the shot, 
however there are a few things that need to be considered. This will cover suppressed versus 
unsuppressed and the factors that accompany each and target placement in your field of view. 
 
When shooting from inside of an enclosed vehicle it is highly recommended that the sniper use 
a suppressor. There are a few reasons why it is better than shooting unsuppressed. The first is 
the noise that it will create. Even suppressed the supersonic crack and the left over decibels will 
be extremely loud because the sound waves will be bouncing around inside the metal framed 
and paneled vehicle. This along with the pressure if shooting with a brake can affect a shooter 
who needs to be able to assess his shot and be prepared for a follow up. Shooting suppressed 
inside of a vehicle will reduce all of these effects. 
 
Another consideration for engaging inside of a vehicle is the target placement in the field of 
view. The shooter needs to be able to evaluate the shot and its effect on the suspect. If the 
suspect is placed too low in the field of view and drops to the ground, they could potentially 
drop out of sight of the shooter. Another more serious problem from having the suspect too 
low in the field of view is the potential for striking the medium (vehicle) with the round because 
the rifle does not have the proper clearance. The shooter can use loop hole calculations to 
ensure that the muzzle has the proper clearance, however it is good practice to ensure ample 
clearance.  
 
Conclusion 
Vehicle hides, like many other skills, is something that needs to be practiced and rehearsed 
before conducting operations. Full dress rehearsals and training will show flaws in TTPs and 
methods and it is better for these flaws to be exposed during training than in a real world 
scenario.  
 
Creating a vehicle hide is limited only by the dimensions of the vehicle and the imagination. 
Taking time to look at the strengths and weaknesses of different vehicles and how you will 
address them will prepare you for real world situations. A perfectly planned mission will not 
always go as planned, but a poorly planned mission will almost never go well. Take as much into 
consideration and constantly improve your tactics and methods. 
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